Advantages
The Atmospheric Pressure Plasma Indicators from Diener electronic GmbH & Co.KG ensure a simple quality assurance. Furthermore, no additional technical effort is required since the handling of the indicator is simple and easy to understand.

Are you interested in our new product? Please contact: Info@plasma.com or visit us on the Internet at www.plasma.com
**Description:**
Atmospheric pressure plasma indicator (Adhesive label)

**Order number:**
100020316

**Indicator dimension:**
[\(W \times D \times H\)]
36 mm x 25 mm x 1 mm

**Fabric window:**
[\(W \times D\)]
13 mm x 3 mm

**Packing unit 1 sheet:**
9 adhesive labels

**Use / Application:**
Atmospheric pressure plasma systems

**Handling / Notes:**
Sticking the label on the component or dummy. Textile must be completely destroyed after the plasma treatment. Do not touch the fabric with your hand. Label can cause glue residues.

**Gas types:**
oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen, air, mixture of hydrogen and nitrogen ...

**Accuracy of the labels:**
\(\pm 10\%\)

**Storage:**
15 - 35 \(^\circ\)C, dry and dark, protect from sunlight

**Material Label:**
Polyethyleneterephthalate

**Temperature range:**
- Up to 60 \(^\circ\)C without restriction
- Up to 80 \(^\circ\)C maximum 10 min
- Up to 90 \(^\circ\)C maximum 5 min
- Up to 100 \(^\circ\)C maximum 2 min
- Up to 150 \(^\circ\)C maximum 1 min

**Hazard warning:**
non-toxic

---

These details are for informational purposes only. Users should use their own discretion in discerning whether the product is suitable for the respective application. Subject to change without notice.
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